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Abstract
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to provide technical information on
commissioning the TrueBeam STx 6 MV flattening-filter free (FFF) beam in
the RayStation treatment planning system (TPS) for stereotactic radiosurgery
(SRS) and stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) treatments. Methods:
For beam modeling, percent depth dose curves, profiles and output factors
for jaw-collimated fields and stereotactic cones as well as X-jaws transmission
were measured. For multi-leaf collimator (MLC) modeling, MLC model parameters such as offset, gain, curvature, leaf tip width, tongue and groove and
transmission were determined and output factors for MLC-collimated fields
were measured. Absolute dose calibration was also performed. For beam
model and MLC model validation, the American Association of Physicists in
Medicine Task Group-119 plans, clinical SRS and SBRT plans and end-to-end
testing were performed. Results: Beam characteristics of the 6 MV FFF beam
agreed well with those in the literature. Validation results showed that our
beam model and MLC model were acceptable for SRS and SBRT treatments.
Conclusions: The technical information and dosimetric data provided in this
study will be a useful reference for other clinics/institutions which will commission the same machine energy in the RayStation TPS.

Keywords
Commissioning, TrueBeam STx, 6 MV Flattening-Filter Free (FFF),
RayStation, Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) and Stereotactic Body Radiation
Therapy (SBRT)

1. Introduction
Major medical linear accelerator (linac) vendors such as Varian (Varian Medical
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2021.101003
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Systems, Palo Alto, CA) and Elekta (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) provide
flattening filter-free (FFF) photon beam options [1]. Their 6 MV FFF and 10 MV
FFF beams allow for dose rates up to 1400 MU/min and 2400 MU/min, respectively [2] [3]. Such high dose rate beams have improved treatment efficiency and
accuracy [4]. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) and stereotactic body radiation
therapy (SBRT) which are high fractional dose radiotherapy treatments with
small fields can predominantly benefit from the FFF beams [4].
Commissioning photon, electron or proton beams in a treatment planning
system (TPS) is a tedious and time-consuming task but a very crucial procedure
for accurate dose calculations and treatment delivery. Commissioning beams in
a TPS is TPS-specific and thus, each TPS requires specific measurement data for
beam/MLC modeling and specific setups for beam scans and other measurements. There are several publications on commissioning of linacs with FFF
beams [2] [5] [6] and of TPS for photon beams [7] [8] [9]. Chang et al. presented
nine sets of recommended beam data for the Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems,
Palo Alto, CA) TPS, commissioning of intensity modulated radiation therapy
(IMRT), volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), image-guided radiation
therapy and gating systems, Pion of FFF beams and small field dosimetric data for
three Varain TrueBeam linacs [2]. Glide-Hurst et al. reported mechanical and
dosimetric data, IMRT commissioning and end-to-end testing results for five
TrueBeam linacs from three different institutions [5]. Beyer compared commissioning beam data between two Varian C-series linacs and three TrueBeam linacs [6]. Chen et al. and Savini et al. presented MLC modeling and validation
results in the RayStation (RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden) TPS for
Varian C-series linacs [7] [8]. Saez et al. developed a novel procedure for optimizing MLC parameters and applied the method to RayStation [9]. However,
these studies did not discuss dosimetric data and measurement setups required
for commissioning photon beams in RayStation. More importantly, comprehensive steps and dosimetric data for square fields and stereotactic cones for assisting inexperienced physicists with commissioning photon beams in RayStation
are not available in a single article format.
The goal of this work, therefore, is to provide detailed technical information
on commissioning the TrueBeam STx 6 MV FFF beam in the RayStation TPS.
As aforementioned, other linac commissioning tasks are presented in the literature and thus, they are out of scope in this work. Instead, this work details measurement methods, measurement data required by RayStation and beam model/MLC model validation. For SRS and SBRT treatments, dosimetric data for
small square fields ≤ 2 × 2 cm2 and Varian stereotactic cones are included in this
work. Beam model/MLC model validation was mainly focused on SRS and SBRT
plans.

2. Methods
2.1. Measurements
The RayStation TPS requires specific measurement data for beam modeling and
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2021.101003
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MLC modeling. Data for beam modeling include beam scans (percent depth
dose (PDD) curves and profiles) and output factors for jaw-collimated fields and
stereotactic cones, and X-jaws transmission. Data for MLC modeling include
MLC model parameters and output factors for MLC-collimated fields. Absolute dose calibration is also required. Figure 1 shows a summary of measurement data for beam commissioning and detailed description for measurements is in each section below. Measurements (PDDs, profiles and output
factors) for beam modeling and absolute dose calibration should be performed
at the same source-to-surface distance (SSD). In this work, SSD of 100 cm was
chosen and all the measurements listed in Figure 1 were made at SSD of 100 cm.
Measurement data, measurement setups and equipment/detectors for beam
commissioning are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. For equipment/detector
selection and measurement setups/techniques, the American Association of
Physicists in Medicine Task Group (AAPM TG)-106 guidelines were followed
[10]. The RayStation version used in this study was 8A.
Table 1. Measurement data, measurement setup and equipment/detectors for commissioning the TrueBeam STx 6MV FFF beam
in the RayStation treatment planning system.
Measurement data

Measurement setup

Equipment/detectors

Beam modeling
Square fields
(Jaws collimated)*

SSD: 100 cm

3D water tank, ion chamber(s), diode,
reference chamber

Stereotactic cones†

SSD: 100 cm

3D water tank, diode, reference chamber

Square fields
(Jaws collimated)*

SSD: 100 cm; depth: dmax,
5 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm

3D water tank, ion chamber(s), diode,
reference chamber

PDDs
Beam
scans
Profiles

Stereotactic cones†
Output
factors

SSD: 100 cm; depth: dmax, 5 cm, 10 cm 3D water tank, diode, reference chamber

Square fields (Jaws collimated)*

SSD: 100 cm; depth: 10 cm

3D water tank, ion chamber, diode

Stereotactic cones†

SSD: 100 cm; depth: 10 cm

3D water tank, ion chamber, diode

SSD: 100 cm; depth: dmax

3D water tank, farmer-type ion chamber

X-jaws transmission

MLC modeling

MLC
model
parameters

Output
factors

PDDs
x-position offset,
Square fields
gain and curvature;
(MLC
collimated)‡
Profiles
y-position gain

SSD: 100 cm
SSD: 100 cm; depth: dmax,
5 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm

3D water tank, ion chamber(s), diode,
reference chamber

Leaf tip width

Custom plan

SSD: 100 cm; depth: 10 cm

3D water tank, diode, reference chamber

Tongue and
groove

Custom plan

SSD: 100 cm; depth: 10 cm

3D water tank, diode, reference chamber

Transmission

Custom plan

SSD: 100 cm; depth: dmax

3D water tank, farmer-type ion chamber

SSD: 100 cm; depth: 10 cm

3D water tank, ion chamber, diode

Square fields (MLC collimated)†

Absolute dose calibration
AAPM TG 51

SSD: 100 cm; depth: 10 cm;
Field size: 10 × 10 cm2

1D water tank,
farmer-type ion chamber

*(per side in cm) 0.6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40; †(diameter in mm) 4, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5; ‡(per side in cm) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20.
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Table 2. Equipment/detectors and their models used for measurements.
Equipment/detector

Model

Purpose

3D water tank

Sun Nuclear 3D SCANNER

1D water tank

Sun Nuclear 1D SCANNERTM

Absolute dose calibration

Ion chamber

Sun Nuclear SNC125cTM (volume: 0.125 cm3)

Beam scans and output factors for square fields ≥ 4 × 4 cm2

Diode

Sun Nuclear Edge DetectorTM (volume: 0.0019 cm3)

Reference chamber

Sun Nuclear Reference Detector
(parallel plate chamber, volume: 39 cm3)

Beam scans for square fields ≤ 3 × 3 cm2 and stereotactic cones

Farmer-type ion
chamber

Standard Imaging Exradin A12
(volume: 0.64 cm3)

Absolute dose calibration,
MLC transmission and X-jaws transmission

Sun Nuclear MapCHECK® 2

MPPG 5.a. Tests including AAPM TG-119 plans

Sun Nuclear SRS MapCHECK® and StereoPHANTM

Clinical SRS and SBRT plans

Sun Nuclear StereoPHAN and Standard Imaging
Exradin A16 (volume: 0.007 cm3)

End-to-End testing

QA device

All measurements except for absolute dose calibration

TM

TM

Beam scans for square fields ≤ 3 × 3 cm2 and stereotactic cones;
Output factors for square fields ≤ 4 × 4 cm2 and stereotactic cones

Figure 1. An overview of procedures for beam commissioning in the RayStation treatment planning system. Abbreviations) MLC: multi-leaf collimator; AAPM TG: American
Association of Physicists in Medicine Task Group; MPPG: medical physics practice
guideline; IMRT: intensity modulated radiation therapy; DCAT: dynamic conformal arc
therapy; VMAT: volumetric modulated arc therapy; CCAT: circular collimator arc therapy.

Beam scans for jaw-collimated square fields and stereotactic cones
PDDs and profiles (cross-plane and in-plane) for jaw-collimated square fields
and Varian stereotactic cones were acquired. For beam scans, a three-dimensional
(3D) cylindrical water tank, an ion chamber or a diode detector and a reference
chamber were used. The 3D water tank (3D SCANNERTM, Sun Nuclear Corporation, Melbourne, FL) and its software (Sun Nuclear SNC DosimetryTM) used in
this study allowed for an auto-setup which minimizes inter- and intra-user setup
variations [11]. For square fields, field sizes ranged from 0.6 × 0.6 cm2 to 40 × 40
cm2 and were determined by the jaw settings with MLCs parked (i.e., jaw only
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2021.101003
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collimated) (Table 1). For stereotactic cones, cone diameters ranged from 4 mm
to 17.5 mm (Table 1). For square fields ≥ 4 × 4 cm2, two identical ion chambers
(Sun Nuclear SNC125cTM) were used for field and reference detectors. For
square fields ≤ 3 × 3 cm2 and stereotactic cones, a diode detector (Sun Nuclear
Edge DetectorTM) and a reference chamber (Sun Nuclear Reference Detector)
were used. Profiles for square fields were taken at four different depths (dmax, 5
cm, 10 cm and 20 cm), whereas those for stereotactic cones were taken at three
depths (dmax, 5 cm and 10 cm) because cones are used for cranial treatments and
beam data for 20 cm are not necessary. Effective points of measurement were
considered for both ion chamber and diode detector.
After beam scans, beam characteristics of the 6 MV FFF beam were determined. PDD data at depths of 5 cm, 10 cm and 20 cm were taken for square
fields and cones. From profiles for square fields and cones, lateral distances between 20% and 80% isodose curves at a depth of 10 cm were taken. An average
value of two (left and right) lateral distances from each profile was calculated.
This is conventionally defined as penumbra but this definition cannot be applied
to FFF beams [5]. For FFF beams, a new penumbra concept called a normalization technique was introduced by Pönisch et al. [12]. In this work, for simplicity,
the original definition (i.e., lateral distance between 20% and 80% isodose
curves) was used as a profile parameter but it was not considered as penumbra
for this beam.
Output factors (OFs) for jaw-collimated square fields and stereotactic

cones
OFs for jaw-collimated square fields and stereotactic cones were measured at a
depth of 10 cm in the 3D water tank. First, charges for square fields ≥ 4 × 4 cm2
were collected using an ion chamber (Sun Nuclear SNC125cTM). Second, charges
for square fields ≤ 4 × 4 cm2 and stereotactic cones were collected using a diode
detector (Sun Nuclear Edge DetectorTM). Then output factors for square fields ≥
5 × 5 cm2 were calculated using Equation (1). A field size of 10 × 10 cm2 was selected as a reference field.
OF =

M IC ( Square Field )
M IC ( Reference Field )

(1)

where MIC (Square Field) and MIC (Reference Field) are uncorrected ion chamber (IC) readings for a square field of interest and for the reference field of 10 ×
10 cm2, respectively. For square fields ≤ 4 × 4 cm2 and stereotactic cones, output
factors were calculated using Equation (2) (intermediate field method or daisy-chain method) [13]. The daisy-chain method mitigates energy dependent response of the diode detector with changing field size [13]. A field size of 4 × 4
cm2 was selected as an intermediate field.
=
OF

M diode ( Square Field or Cone ) M IC ( Intermediate Field )
×
M diode ( Intermediate Field )
M IC ( Reference Field )

(2)

where Mdiode (Square Field or Cone) and Mdiode (Intermediate Field) are diode
readings for a square field or a cone of interest and for the intermediate field of 4
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2021.101003
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× 4 cm2, respectively, and MIC (Intermediate Field) and MIC (Reference Field) are
uncorrected ion chamber (IC) readings for the intermediate field of 4 × 4 cm2
and the reference field of 10 × 10 cm2, respectively.
For square fields ≤ 2 × 2 cm2 and stereotactic cones, field output correction
fclin,fmsr
factors ( kQclin,Qmsr
) were multiplied by measured OFs. Field output correction
factors for the diode detector used in this study are required to take into account
its over-response in small fields ≤ 2 × 2 cm2 [13] [14]. Correction factors for our
measurements were taken from Tanny et al.’s study because they used the same
measurement setup (depth of 10 cm and SSD of 100 cm) and the same detector
(Sun Nuclear Edge DetectorTM) to obtain the correction factors for the 6 MV FFF
beam [14]. For stereotactic cones, cone diameters were converted to equivalent
S r π where S is a side of an equivasquare fields using the relationship of =
lent square field and r is a radius of a corresponding cone, and the correction
factors from Tanny et al. were linearly interpolated [14].

X-jaws transmission
X-jaws transmission was determined. X1-jaw and X2-jaw cannot be completely closed and 0.5 cm is the minimum spacing between X1-jaw and X2-jaw.
Also, the maximum travel distance of each jaw to the opposite direction is 2 cm.
To minimize a dosimetric effect from the 0.5 cm opening, the distance between
chamber position and 0.5 cm opening was maximized. As a result, a field size of
18 × 40 cm2 was chosen for open fields. For an X1-jaw closed field, jaws were set
to (X1, X2, Y1, Y2) = (−2, 2.5, 20, 20) with MLCs parked. A Farmer-type ion
chamber (Exradin A12, Standard Imaging, Middleton, WI) was placed at (x, y, z)
= (−11, 0, dmax) in the 3D water tank and charges (Rdg X1closed) were collected.
For an X1-jaw open field of 18 × 40 cm2, jaws were set to (X1, X2, Y1, Y2) = (20,
−2, 20, 20) and charges (Rdg X1open) were collected at the same chamber location. Measurements (Rdg X2closed and Rdg X2open) were repeated for the X2-jaw.
Then ratios of Rdg X1closed to Rdg X1open and Rdg X2closed to Rdg X2open were taken
and an average value of the two ratios was calculated as X-jaws transmission.
After beam scans, OF and X-jaws transmission measurements, beam modeling
was performed. Details on beam modeling are out of scope in this work.

MLC model parameters
The TrueBeam STx linac features a high definition (HD120TM) MLC with 2.5
mm central leaves (8 cm) and 5 mm outer leaves (7 cm on either side) projected
at isocenter, allowing for a maximum MLC-defined field size of 40 × 22 cm2.
MLC modeling in RayStation requires four MLC model parameters (Figure 1
and Table 1). They include 1) offset, gain and curvature, 2) leaf tip width, 3)
tongue and groove and 4) MLC transmission [7] [8] and were measured as follows.
Optimal values for x-position offset, gain and curvature, and y-position gain
were determined from cross-plane (x-direction) and in-plane (y-direction) profiles for MLC-collimated square fields. MLC-collimated square fields ranging
from 1 × 1 cm2 to 20 × 20 cm2 were created in RayStation (Figure 2 and Table
1). No MLC leaf tip offset was set in x-direction (i.e., closed MLC leaves are at 0
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2021.101003
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cm) (Figure 2). Jaws were retracted by 0.5 cm from MLCs in each direction.
Then PDDs and profiles for the MLC-collimated fields were acquired in the 3D
water tank in the same way as beam scans for jaw-collimated fields. Optimal
values for offset (cm), gain (cm−1) and curvature (cm−2) were determined such
that measured profiles matched well calculated profiles in RayStation.
Optimal values for leaf tip width and tongue and groove width were determined by adopting custom plans created by Savini et al. [8]. Two fields in Figure
3 were created in RayStation. Jaws were set to 40 × 5 cm2. Cross-plane profiles
for the fields were taken at a depth of 10 cm in the 3D water tank using a diode
detector (Sun Nuclear SNC125cTM). After the scans, two profiles were merged
into one profile. The optimal value for leaf tip width (cm) was determined such
that the measured merged profile matched well the profile calculated in RayStation. In the same fashion, two fields in Figure 4 were created with jaw settings of
15 × 22 cm2. In-plane profiles for the fields were taken and merged. The optimal
value for tongue and groove width (cm) was determined such that the measured
merged profile matched well the profile calculated in RayStation.

Figure 2. A MLC-collimated field (2 × 2 cm2) to determine optimal
values for x-position offset, gain and curvature and y-position gain.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a), (b) Two custom fields to determine the optimal value for leaf tip
width. Cross-plane profiles were taken for both fields.
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2021.101003
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a), (b) Two custom fields to determine the optimal value for tongue and
groove width. In-plane profiles were taken for both fields.

MLC transmission was determined by adopting another custom plan created
by Savini et al. [8]. A field with the MLC bank A completely closed (Figure 5(a))
and a corresponding open field (Figure 5(b)) were created in RayStation. Jaws
were set to (X1, X2, Y1, Y2) = (0, 10, 11, 11). A Farmer-type ion chamber (Exradin A12) was placed at (x, y, z) = (5, 0, dmax) in the 3D water tank and charges
(Rdg Aclosed and Rdg Aopen) were collected for the MLC bank A closed and open
fields. Field creation in RayStation (Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d)) and measurements (Rdg Bclosed and Rdg Bopen) were repeated for the MLC bank B. Then ratios
of Rdg Aclosed to Rdg Aopen and Rdg Bclosed to Rdg Bopen were taken and an average
value of the two ratios was calculated as MLC transmission. A Farmer-type ion
chamber was used to take into account both inter-leaf transmission and intra-leaf transmission.

OFs for MLC-collimated square fields
Following the Medical Physics Practice Guideline (MPPG) 5.a. recommendation (Test 7.2) [15], OFs for MLC-collimated square fields ranging from 1 × 1
cm2 to 20 × 20 cm2 were measured (Table 1) and compared with OFs calculated
in RayStation. In the same way as OFs for jaw-collimated fields, charges were
collected at a depth of 10 cm in the 3D water tank and OFs were calculated using
Equations (1) and (2). For field sizes ≤ 2 × 2 cm2, the field output correction
factors taken from Tanny et al. were multiplied [14]. In RayStation, dose at the
center of the MLC-collimated fields was calculated in a virtual water phantom. A
ratio of dose for each field size to that for a field size of 10 × 10 cm2 was taken as
a calculated OF. Then ratios of measured OFs to calculated OFs were taken for
comparison.

Absolute dose calibration
Dose output of the 6 MV FFF beam was calibrated using the AAPM TG-51
protocol [16], addendum to the TG-51 protocol [17] and Technical Reports
Series (TRS) No. 483 [13]. A measurement setup was SSD of 100 cm, a depth of
10 cm and a field size of 10 × 10 cm2 (Table 1). A 1D tank (Sun Nuclear 1D
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2021.101003
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SCANNERTM) and a Farmer-type ion chamber (Exradin A12) were used. The
recommendations for FFF beams in the addendum [17] and TRS No. 483 [13]
were implemented in this work as follows. For FFF beams, the contribution of
scattered photons in the center of the field depends on field size and the energy [13]. As a result, the equivalent uniform square field size (S) is not the same
as the actual field size [13]. In this study, therefore, for the conventional reference field of 10 × 10 cm2, %dd (10, 10) was determined from equation (29) in
the TRS No. 483 [13]. The equation (29) is

%dd (10,10
=
) %dd (10, S ) + 80c (10 − S ) 1 + c (10 − S ) where S = 9.5 cm for
the 6 MV FFF beam and c = (54.4 ± 1.1) × 10−3. %dd(10, S) was measured for an
actual field size of 10 × 10 cm2 with a 1-mm lead foil in the 1D water tank and
considered as %dd(10)x in the AAPM TG-51 protocol. After %dd(10, 10) was
determined using the equation (29), the kQ factor for the A12 chamber was calculated from Equation (1) in the addendum [17]. The Equation (1) is
2
kQ = A + B ⋅10−3 ⋅ %dd (10 )x + C ⋅10−5 ⋅ ( %dd (10 )x ) where A = 1.0146, B = 0.777
and C = −1.666 for the A12 chamber. In this equation, calculated %dd(10, 10)
was used as %dd(10)x. After dose output was calibrated to 1 cGy/MU at dmax,
absolute dose (cGy/MU) for a depth of 10 cm was determined from %dd(10).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. MLC (a) closed and (b) open fields for the MLC bank A and MLC (c)
closed and (d) open fields for the MLC bank B to determine MLC transmission.
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2.2. Beam Model/MLC Model Validation Tests
Our beam and MLC models were validated based on the guidelines of MPPG
5.a. [15] and AAPM TG 119 [18]. Tests in Tables 3-7 of MPPG 5.a. were comprehensively performed for the 6 MV FFF beam. Of those, 1) AAPM TG-119
tests (Test 7.3), 2) clinical tests (Test 7.4) and 3) external review (Test 7.5, complete end-to-end test) will be described and presented in this work. Figure 1
shows a summary of beam model/MLC model validation tests and details for
each test are described below. Table 2 includes the quality assurance (QA) devices used for beam model/MLC model validation.
AAPM TG-119 tests (Test 7.3 from MPPG 5.a.) were performed. In RayStation, five plans (Multitarget, Mock prostate, Mock head/neck, CShape (easier)
and CShape (harder)) were created using static IMRT (dynamic MLCs). Following the AAPM TG-119 guidelines, seven or nine beams were configured and
plans were optimized to meet dose constraints. Patient-specific QA plans were
generated on a solid water phantom with a dose grid size of 2 mm × 2 mm and
were delivered using a 2D diode array (Sun Nuclear MapCHECK® 2). A depth of
dose calculation and delivery was 5 cm in a source-to-axis distance (SAD) setup.
Gamma analysis for gamma criteria of 3%/3 mm and 2%/2 mm was performed
to compare between measurements and calculations in Sun Nuclear SNC Patient
software (version 6.7.4). Absolute dose mode, global normalization and a threshold of 10% were used as in the AAPM TG-119 report.
Clinical tests (Test 7.4 from MPPG 5.a.) were performed. Our institution uses
primarily arc (dynamic conformal arc therapy (DCAT) or VMAT) plans for SRS
and SBRT treatments. Thus, ten clinical SRS (five DCAT and five VMAT) plans
and ten clinical SBRT (five DCAT and five VMAT) plans with a single lesion
were selected and re-calculated using the 6 MV FFF beam. The SRS plans had
five to seven non-coplanar beams with a prescribed dose ranging from 15 Gy to
24 Gy. The SBRT plans had two coplanar beams with a prescribed dose ranging
from 10 Gy to 12 Gy per fraction. Patient-specific QA plans were generated on
another 2D diode array with a higher spatial resolution (Sun Nuclear SRS
MapCHECK®) residing in the Sun Nuclear StereoPHANTM with a dose grid size
of 1 mm × 1 mm and were delivered using the SRS MapCHECK. A depth of
dose calculation and delivery was in the level where diodes are located in a SAD
setup. Gamma analysis for gamma criteria of 2%/1 mm and 1%/1 mm was performed to compare between measurements and calculations in Sun Nuclear SRS
MapCheck software (version 8.3.0). Absolute dose mode, global normalization
and a threshold of 10% were used.
End-to-end testing (Test 7.5 from MPPG 5.a.) was performed. Computed tomography (CT) images of the StereoPHANTM with an ion chamber (Standard
Imaging Exradin A16) and ion chamber inserts were acquired with a 1.25 mm
slice thickness. The CT images were imported in RayStation and two SRS plans
were generated based on our institutional clinical practice: one plan using
VMAT (five non-coplanar beams) and the other plan using circular collimator
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2021.101003
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arc therapy (CCAT) with a 17.5 mm cone (six non-coplanar beams). In these
plans, the ion chamber was contoured and an isocenter was set to the centroid of
the contour. A dose of 21 Gy was prescribed in both plans. As recommended in
the Sun Nuclear SRS MapCHECKTM user guide, the StereoPHANTM was contoured and overridden with a density of 1.2 g/cm3. The plans were transferred to
a record and verify system (Mosaiq®, Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden). Before
plan delivery, the Winston-Lutz test was performed to check if isocenter stability was within our institutional tolerance (0.75 mm). A setup of the StereoPHANTM was verified on six degrees of freedom couch using cone beam CT
and the VMAT plan was delivered. Delivered dose to the isocenter was compared with mean dose of the contoured ion chamber in the plan. End-to-end
testing was repeated for the cone plan. Before end-to-end testing, the A16 ion
chamber was cross-calibrated against an Accredited Dosimetry Calibration Laboratory-calibrated ion chamber (i.e., Exradin A12 ion chamber).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Measurements
Beam scans and OFs for jaw-collimated square fields and stereotactic
cones, and X-jaws transmission
PDDs and cross-plane profiles for jaw-collimated fields and stereotactic cones
are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively. Table 3 presents PDD parameters (PDD (%) at 5 cm, 10 cm and 20 cm) and profile parameter (lateral distance (mm) between 20% and 80% isodose curves at a depth of 10 cm) for each
field and each cone. For this energy, dmax was found to be 1.36 cm. As expected,
for the same depth, PDD decreases as field size or cone diameter decreases
(Figure 6). Also, the lateral distance between 20% and 80% isodose curves decreases with decreasing field size or cone diameter (Figure 7). Measured X-jaws
transmission was 0.36%.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 6. PDDs for (a) jaw-collimated square fields and (b) stereotactic cones.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Cross-plane profiles at a depth of 10 cm for (a) jaw-collimated
square fields and (b) stereotactic cones.
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Table 3. Percent depth dose and profile parameters for jaw-collimated square fields and
stereotactic cones.
Percent depth dose (%)
Field size (cm2)

5 cm

10 cm

20 cm

Cone diameter (mm)

5 cm

10 cm

20 cm

0.6 × 0.6

74.4

50.9

25.2

4

73.2

50.1

24.6

1×1

76.6

53.1

26.6

5

74.1

50.9

25.3

2×2

78.8

55.0

27.8

7.5

75.5

52.1

25.9

3×3

80.5

56.6

28.7

10

76.4

52.6

26.4

4×4

81.3

58.0

29.8

12.5

77.1

53.1

26.7

5×5

81.9

59.1

30.6

15

77.5

53.7

26.9

6×6

82.8

60.1

31.5

17.5

78.1

54.1

27.0

8×8

83.7

61.8

33.1

10 × 10

84.4

63.2

34.4

15 × 15

85.1

65.0

36.5

20 × 20

85.7

66.1

37.9

30 × 30

86.0

67.1

39.4

40 × 40

86.2

67.7

40.2

Lateral distance (mm) between 20% and 80% isodose curves at a depth of 10 cm*
Field size (cm2) Cross-plane

In-plane

Cone diameter (mm)

Cross-plane

In-plane

4

1.36

1.34

0.6 × 0.6

2.3

2.8

1×1

2.6

3.1

5

1.43

1.45

2×2

2.8

3.4

7.5

1.59

1.56

3×3

3.0/4.9†

3.6/5.3†

10

1.70

1.68

4×4

5.1

5.6

12.5

1.78

1.77

5×5

5.4

5.9

15

1.84

1.80

6×6

5.7

6.2

17.5

1.88

1.84

8×8

6.3

6.8

10 × 10

7.3

7.8

15 × 15

13.4

14.0

20 × 20

29.3

29.7

30 × 30

73.8

74.0

40 × 40

124.2

124.5

*Note that this is not the penumbra definition for FFF beams. †Values were taken from profiles measured
using an ion chamber.

Our beam data for jaw-collimated square fields had good agreement with Varian representative data. Our PDD parameters (PDD at 5 cm, 10 cm and 20 cm)
were all within 0.5% from Varian data except for those for a field size of 30 × 30
cm2 (0.6%). They were also within the range for five TrueBeam linacs presented
in Gilde-Hurst et al.’s study [5] except for those for a field size of 30 × 30 cm2.
dmax (1.36 cm) for our energy was within the Varian TrueBeam STx specifications (1.50 ± 0.15 cm). Our profile parameter (lateral distance between 20% and
80% isodose curves at a depth of 10 cm) and Varian representative data had also
good agreement within 0.7 mm. For a field size of 3 × 3 cm2, profiles had much
smaller lateral distances (3.0 mm for cross-plane and 3.6 mm for in-plane) than
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Varian representative data (5.4 mm) because our profiles were measured using a
diode detector and Varian representative data were generated using an ion
chamber (CC13, IBA Dosimetry, Schwarzenbruck, Germany). Comparing our
profiles measured using an ion chamber (Sun Nuclear SNC125cTM) with Varian
representative data, the difference becomes smaller (≤0.5 mm). Our PDD and
profile parameters for stereotactic cones were not compared with Varian representative data because their measurement setups were different from ours.
Table 4 presents OFs for jaw-collimated fields and stereotactic cones. OF
deceases with decreasing field size and it drastically decreases for square fields <
2 × 2 cm2 and cones < 7.5 mm. This study shows that OFs for jaw-collimated
square fields had good agreement with those in the literature (Table 4). Shende
et al. reported OFs for field sizes from 3 × 3 cm2 to 40 × 40 cm2 measured using
an ion chamber [19]. The OF differences between their study and our study are
within ±0.53%. Masanga et al. reported OFs for field sizes from 0.6 × 0.6 cm2 to
4 × 4 cm2 measured using the Edge detector [20]. The OF differences from our
study are within ±0.55% except for a field size of 1 × 1 cm2 (−1.22% difference).
Both studies measured OFs at a depth of 10 cm and SSD of 90 cm, whereas our
study measured OFs at a depth of 10 cm and SSD of 100 cm. The Monte Carlo
simulation (0.717 for 1 × 1 cm2 and 0.807 for 2 × 2 cm2) performed by Feng et al.
supports our study (0.11% and 0.55% differences, respectively) [21]. Their setup
(depth of 10 cm and SSD of 100 cm) was the same as our study. To our knowledge, there are no published data for the same measurement setup (depth of 10
cm; SSD of 100 cm; normalized to a field size of 10 × 10 cm2) for comparison.
Varian representative data for cones were obtained at a depth of 5 cm and hence,
they were not compared with our OFs.
Table 4. Measured output factors for jaw-collimated square fields and stereotactic cones.
The output factors were defined at a depth of 10 cm and SSD of 100 cm and were normalized to a field size of 10 × 10 cm2.
Field size
(cm 2)

This study

et al. [19]*

0.6 × 0.6

Shende

et al. [20]*

Masanga

Cone diameter
(mm)

This
study

0.5722

Not available

0.5690

4

0.5018

1×1

0.7162

Not available

0.7250

5

0.5705

2×2

0.8114

Not available

0.8070

7.5

0.6671

3×3

0.8434

0.8474

0.8440

10

0.7186

4×4

0.8766

0.8799

0.8800

12.5

0.7534

5×5

0.9062

0.9068

Not available

15

0.7799

6×6

0.9310

0.9314

Not available

17.5

0.7971

8×8

0.9708

0.9699

Not available

10 × 10

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

15 × 15

1.0495

1.0496

Not available

20 × 20

1.0805

1.0829

Not available

30 × 30

1.1142

1.1184

Not available

40 × 40

1.1252

1.1312

Not available

*Output factors were measured at a depth of 10 cm and SSD of 90 cm.
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Two factors need to be considered when OFs for small jaw-collimated fields
are measured and the factors would depend on the detector selection. The first
factor is the daisy-chain method. Diode detectors exhibit energy dependent response due to low energy scattered photons, resulting in a non-linear increase of
the response with increasing field size [13]. For this reason, output factors directly normalized to a relatively large field size of 10 × 10 cm2 would be inaccurate for small fields. The daisy-chain method mitigates this effect by normalizing
to an intermediate field size (e.g., 4 × 4 cm2) using two different detectors (a diode and an ion chamber). Sharma et al. reported up to −5% variation of OFs for
the Edge detector when OFs measured using the daisy-chain method were compared with OFs directly normalized to a field size of 10 × 10 cm2 for cones [22].
In our study, the OF difference between with and without the daisy-chain method for cones was less than 1% and OFs were underestimated without the daisy-chain method. The second factor is a field output correction factor. The Edge
detector used in this study is known to be good for field sizes from 0.5 × 0.5
cm2 to 10 × 10 cm2 but it over-responds for small fields because of the extra
perturbation by the increased electron fluence and higher stopping power in
silicon [23] and large differences (>2%) between Edge and other detectors become noticeable for a field size < 2 × 2 cm2 [13] [14]. To take into account its
over-response, therefore, for field sizes < 2 × 2 cm2, field output correction factors need to be multiplied by measured OFs.

MLC model parameters and OFs for MLC-collimated square fields
Figure 8 shows measured profiles for MLC-collimated fields in comparison
with calculated profiles in RayStation. The optimal values for MLC x-position
offset, gain and curvature were 0.006 cm, 0.000 cm−1 and 0.000 cm−2, respectively. The optimal value for MLC y-position gain was −0.008 cm−1. Figure 9(a) and
Figure 9(b) show measured versus calculated profiles for leaf tip width and
tongue and groove width, respectively. When comparing calculated profiles with
leaf tip widths of 0.2 cm, 0.25 cm and 0.3 cm with the measured one, the optimal
value was found to be 0.25 cm. Similarly, among calculated profiles with tongue
and groove widths of 0.03 cm, 0.04 cm and 0.05 cm, the profile with a tongue
and groove width of 0.04 cm matched best the measured one. In Figure 9(b),
two inner tongue and groove areas for 2.5 mm leaves are shown. Measured MLC
transmission was 0.91%. Table 5 lists MLC parameter values found in this study.
In this study, optimal values for MLC parameters were determined from direct measurements. PDDs and OFs for MLC-collimated fields are required when
profiles are imported in RayStation but they do not directly affect the determination of MLC offset, gain and curvature values. These three parameters have a
relationship with MLC leaf end position (xend) and MLC leaf tip position (xtip):
2
xtip = xend + offset + gain ⋅ xend + curvature ⋅ xend
[7]. In our study, the parameters
were determined from the best match between measured profiles and calculated
profiles for MLC-collimated fields. Another way to determine these values is to
fit a 2nd order polynomial to geometric offset (=xtip − xend) values as a function of
MLC leaf end position (xend) [7]. In RayStation, the rounded leaf end is modeled
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as a region with one-half the thickness of the MLC leaf which has a transmission
of T where T is the intraleaf leakage [7] [24]. The leaf tip width is defined as
the width of the MLC region, whereas the leaf tip offset is defined as the MLC
offset from the nominal position [24]. These two parameters (leaf tip width and
leaf tip offset) determine the radiation edge and penumbra of MLC-collimated
fields and affect OFs for MLC-collimated fields [7] [24]. The tongue and groove
area is also modeled as a region with one-half the thickness of the leaf and tongue and groove width [7]. While Chen et al. iteratively derived MLC parameters
from IMRT/VMAT QA results [7], this study determined leaf tip width and
tongue and groove width from measurements using custom plans (Figure 3 and
Figure 4). The MLC leaf radiation transmission is modeled using an average
transmission factor of MLC interleaf and intraleaf leakage [7]. The MLC transmission (0.91%) measured in this study was in agreement with the finding
(0.9%) of Kim et al. for the same MLC type (Varian HD120TM MLC) and the
same energy (6 MV FFF) [25].

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Cross-plane and (b) in-plane profiles for MLC-collimated square fields from 1 × 1 cm2 to 20 ×
20 cm2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) Measured profile in comparison with calculated profiles with leaf tip
widths of 0.2 cm, 0.25 cm and 0.3 cm and (b) measured profile in comparison with
calculated profiles with tongue and groove widths of 0.03 cm, 0.04 cm and 0.05 cm.
Table 5. Results for MLC parameters and other measurements.
MLC Parameters

Value

X-position offset

0.006 cm

X-position gain

0.000 cm−1

X-position curvature

0.000 cm−2

Y-position gain

−0.008 cm−1

Leaf tip width

0.25 cm

Tongue and groove

0.04 cm

MLC transmission

0.91%

Others

Value

dmax

1.36 cm

X-jaws transmission

0.36%

Dose output*

0.632 cGy/MU

Ppol

1.0006

Pion

1.0058

*Dose output was measured for a field size of 10 × 10 cm2 at a depth of 10 cm and SSD of 100 cm.
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Table 6 presents measured and calculated OFs for MLC-collimated fields. OF
decreases with decreasing field size. The differences (%) between measured and
calculated OFs are within ±0.6% except for a field size of 1 × 1 cm2 (1.13%). The
largest difference (1.13%) might be attributed to the use of the field output correction factors for jaw-collimated fields. Our result is better than that (2.1% for a
field size of 2 × 2 cm2 for 6 MV) reported in Chen et al. [7]. The comparison
between measurements and calculations verifies that MLC leaf tip offset and leaf
tip width values were relatively well determined. OFs for jaw-collimated fields
had good agreement (≤±0.38%) with OFs for MLC-collimated fields except for
that (2.53%) for a field size of 1 × 1 cm2 (Table 4 and Table 6). This might be
attributed to more scatter with the MLC-collimated field. The MLC position is
defined as the MLC leaf end position [7] and therefore, the rounded edge of the
MLC is in the beam. When the jaw position is the same as MLC position, more
scatter from the rounded edge will be collected at the center of the field. This effect would be more pronounced for small fields such as 1 × 1 cm2. In this study,
the difference increases with decreasing field size for fields sizes ≤ 6 × 6 cm2
(Table 4 and Table 6).

Absolute dose calibration
Dose output at the absolute dose calibration point (depth of 10 cm) was 0.632
cGy/MU. Ppol and Pion measured during dose calibration were 1.0006 and 1.0058,
respectively. Table 5 lists these values. Our absolute dose calibration had good
agreement with that reported in the literature. Dose output at a depth of 10 cm
(0.632 cGy/MU) was within the value (0.633 ± 0.01) reported in Glide-Hurst et al.
[5]. While Pion (1.0058) was also within the value (1.006 ± 0.02) reported in
Glide-Hurst et al., Ppol (1.0006) was slightly off (0.06%) from the literature (0.999 ±
0.001) [5]. The difference between %dd(10)x (i.e., %dd(10, 9.5), AAPM TG-51 approach) and %dd(10, 10) (TRS 483 approach) was 0.65%, resulting in only 0.02%
difference in kQ. After considering %dd(10, 10) of TRS 483, the kQ difference between AAPM TG 51 and addendum to AAPM TG 51 was 0.23%. As a result, the
output difference between AAPM TG 51 without TRS 483 approach and addendum to AAPM TG 51 with TRS 483 approach was 0.25% (=0.02% + 0.23%).

3.2. Beam Model/MLC Model Validation
Results for MPPG 5.a. Tests 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 are shown in Table 7. Four plans
(Multitarget, Mock prostate, CShape (easier) and CShape (harder)) in the
AAPM TG-119 report had gamma passing rates of ≥98.0% and ≥96.0% with
3%/3 mm and 2%/2 mm, respectively. The Mock head and neck plan had lower
passing rates of 97.0% and 88.2% with 3%/3 mm and 2%/2 mm, respectively.
Clinical SRS DCAT plans had mean passing rates of 99.7% (2%/1 mm) and
99.3% (1%/1 mm). SRS VMAT plans had lower mean passing rates of 96.1%
(2%/1 mm) and 92.2% (1%/1 mm). Clinical SBRT DCAT plans had similar
trends: DCAT plans (100% (2%/1 mm) and 96.8% (1%/1 mm)) had higher mean
passing rates than VMAT plans (98.2% (2%/1 mm) and 94.8% (1%/1 mm)).
End-to-end testing results showed 0.20% and 0.53% differences between meaDOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2021.101003
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surements and calculations for the SRS VMAT plan and SRS CCAT plan, respectively.
The MPPG 5.a. Test 7.3 and Test 7.4 results show that our beam model and
MLC model are acceptable. Gamma passing rates of AAPM TG-119 plans performed in this study were higher than those (Table XI) reported in the AAPM TG
119 [18]. In the TG-119 report, the measurements were made using film and film
measurement uncertainties could have caused lower passing rates. The results
(100% for all the plans) reported in Chen et al. [7] are better than our results. Our
TG-119 plans were highly modulated and all the failing points occurred in low
dose regions. Our clinical SRS and SBRT plan QA results showed very high passing rates even with criteria of 2%/1 mm and 1%/1 mm. Although the MLC parameter values found in this study were determined while MLCs were not moving,
validation test results are fairly comparable to other studies [7] [26].
Table 6. Measured and calculated output factors for MLC-collimated square fields. The
output factors were defined at a depth of 10 cm and SSD of 100 cm and were normalized
to a field size of 10 × 10 cm2.
Field size (cm2)

Measured

Calculated

Measured/Calculated (% diff.)

1×1

0.73429

0.74265

0.98874 (1.13%)

2×2

0.81429

0.81158

1.00333 (0.33%)

3×3

0.84574

0.84629

0.99935 (0.07%)

4×4

0.87839

0.88337

0.99436 (0.56%)

5×5

0.90707

0.91007

0.99670 (0.33%)

6×6

0.93103

0.93352

0.99733 (0.27%)

8×8

0.97033

0.97282

0.99744 (0.26%)

10 × 10

1.00000

1.00000

1.00000 (0.00%)

12 × 12

1.02331

1.02337

0.99994 (0.01%)

15 × 15

1.05128

1.04968

1.00153 (0.15%)

20 × 20

1.08454

1.08137

1.00293 (0.29%)

Table 7. MPPG 5.a. Test results. For Tests 7.3 and 7.4, absolute dose mode, global normalization and a threshold of 10% were used.
MPPG 5.a. Test 7.3 (AAPM TG-119 tests): Gamma passing rate
Multitarget

Mock prostate

Mock head and neck CShape (easier)

CShape (harder)

3%/3

2%/2 3%/3 mm 2%/2 mm 3%/3 mm 2%/2 mm 3%/3 mm 2%/2 mm 3%/3 mm 2%/2 mm

99.4%

97.3%

99.7%

98.9%

97.0%

88.2%

99.7%

98.7%

98.3%

96.3%

MPPG 5.a. Test 7.4 (clinical tests): Gamma passing rate
SRS (DCAT†)

SRS (VMAT‡)

2%/1 mm 1%/1 mm
99.7%

99.3%

SBRT (DCAT)

SBRT (VMAT)

2%/1 mm

1%/1 mm

2%/1 mm

1%/1 mm

96.1%

92.2%

100%

96.8%

2%/1 mm 1%/1 mm
98.2%

94.8%

MPPG 5.a. Test 7.5 (end-to-end testing): Ion chamber measurement result
SRS (VMAT)

SRS
(CCAT* with a 17.5 mm cone)

0.20%

0.53%

†Dynamic conformal arc therapy; ‡Volumetric modulated arc therapy; *Circular collimator arc therapy.
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Our end-to-end testing results (MPPG 5.a. Test 7.5) also support acceptable
beam and MLC models. The plans for end-to-end testing had a field size (~1.9 ×
1.9 cm2) and a cone diameter (17.5 mm, equivalent square field of 15.5 mm) large
enough compared with the size of the ion chamber. Although the MLC-based SRS
plan used VMAT, the plan was not highly modulated and MLCs were mostly
open with gantry rotation. The TRS 483 reported that field output correction
factors for the Exradin A16 ion chamber are 1.003 and 1.008 for 2 × 2 cm2 and
1.5 × 1.5 cm2, respectively [13], implying that the ion chamber would underestimate dose by 0.3% and 0.8% for the small fields. Considering these factors, our
end-to-end testing results seem acceptable.

4. Conclusion
In this study, following the comprehensive steps described in detail, dosimetric
data required by RayStation were acquired for the TrueBeam STx 6 MV FFF
beam. For beam modeling, PDDs, profiles and output factors for jaw-collimated
fields and stereotactic cones and X-jaws transmission were measured. For MLC
modeling, MLC model parameters (offset, gain, curvature, leaf tip width, tongue
and groove and transmission) and output factors for MLC-collimated fields were
measured. Absolute dose calibration was also performed. The dosimetric data
acquired in this study had good agreement with those in the literature. For beam
model and MLC model validation, MPPG 5.a. tests were performed. The results
for MPPG 5.a. Test 7.3 (AAPM TG 119 tests), Test 7.4 (clinical tests) and Test
7.5 (complete end-to-end test) showed that our beam model and MLC model are
well acceptable for SRS and SBRT treatments. Since there is a paucity of the
existing information on detailed commissioning steps and comprehensive dosimetric data for the RayStation TPS in the literature, this study will be a useful
and practical reference for other clinics or institutions which will embark on
commissioning the TrueBeam STx 6 MV FFF beam in the RayStation TPS.
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